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says Merhige. "We've been installing a lot of Vibscanner 2 high-speed
data collectors on vessels to collect and analyze machine data more
efficiently." The PrOftechnik Vibscanner 2 simplifies the data collection
process for the crew, Merhige says. "It has warnings and alarms prepro
grammed into the device before use, allowing for quick and easy onsite
verification. Green means a good working condition. Yellow means main
tenance should begin, and red means the equipment is close to failure."
Michael Kondracki, CEO of Condition Analyzing Corporation (CAC),
says, "Testing machinery under normal operating conditions is funda
mental in deriving accurate analysis." With its primary service offerings
focusing on shipboard vibration and thermographic surveys, CAC can help
with warranty claims by providing vibration analysis to assess machine
condition.
The challenges of operating during the pandemic have reinforced the
usefulness of deploying CM applications with remote support. As part of
its "adapt-and-overcome" response, CAC offers customers in-port surveys
and provides a loaner data collector for the crew to take readings on the
propulsion equipment while underway. "We've made considerable efforts
to improve our Decision Point online interactive data-reporting portal,"
says Kondracki, "in addition to performing a technology refresh on instru
mentation and software and conducting engineer training."
Simone Scafetti, Technical Director & Business Development Manag
er for Fincantieri Marine Systems, says, "It's not easy to convince custom
ers to invest in the systems, and we have to use scientific data to prove
that preventive maintenance schedules can be improved over manufactur
ers' recommendations. We tell customers they'll see a positive ROI in 12

months and increased revenue within 24 months by reducing 40 percent
of the OEM's preventive maintenance schedule with the same results in
performance and reliability of the engines."
Fincantieri's systems automatically collect data and show historical trends, which can be analyzed onboard or uploaded via the cloud.
Thermodynamic data is transmitted from onboard monitors, enabling
increased troubleshooting and support for the crews at sea via the phone
and Internet.
"Operators don't have expertise on every device," Scafetti explains.
"The engineers know the system and can get remote support and data
collection, which can help solve the problem and recommend a course of
action."
Fincantieri works with navies around the world to help validate
next-generation CM capabilities.
Among the new developments is the merging into one system of
broader capabilities including diagnostic tools and a dynamic tool that col
lects error messages from all the systems. Scafetti says the system can
detect that the RPMs are going down and automatically tell the engineers
what steps to take to correct it. It also has a safety and alarms capabil
ity that automates the steps required in the testing and proving process
required for the certification of machinery.
The psychology of preventive maintenance continues to evolve in the
shipping industry. The many advances and future possibilities are helping
more owners and operators become comfortable with its capabilities and
benefits.
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